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Background: reasons for this project

OSD concerns:
• Desire to use existing M&S resources effectively
• Need for continued access to M&S resources over time and among 

programs
• Need to maintain existing M&S resources and acquire new 

resources as appropriate
• Need to adapt acquisition practices to changing IT state of the art
• Need to support recent OSD initiatives to streamline and improve 

DoD contracting practices
– WSARA
– “Better Buying Power” memo and subsequent guidance from 

OSD(AT&L)
– Proposed revisions of DFARS treatment of intellectual property (DFARS 

Case 2010-D001 concerning DFARS Parts 212, 227, 246 and 252)
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Example of the problem:

Text of the license rights section in an RFP management 
plan for M&S services:
“The non-commercial hardware, software, imaging and audio 
developed under this effort will be delivered to the Government with
unlimited rights in accordance with DFARS 252.227-7014.”

Note: no other data rights clauses are mentioned.

Unresolved issues:
• Is the contractor allowed to identify and use any commercial M&S 

resources? (and deliver with less than unlimited rights)
• Is the contractor allowed to identify and use pre-existing non-

commercial M&S resources? (Under -7014, software developed in 
whole or in part with private funding is generally delivered with less
than unlimited rights.) 

Note: The DFARS clause cited applies only to software and software 
documentation (i.e., not hardware, imaging, audio or technical data generally).
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Approach: emphasize the “HOW” rather than the “WHAT”

The HOW:  the process of acquiring M&S assets by 
• identifying needs
• developing solicitations
• selecting a vendor
• negotiating an agreement and 
• monitoring contractor performance

Our approach: create support materials for DoD program staff
• that provide a synthesis of the laws, regulations, policy, and 

guidance on contracting for M&S resources 
• that can be readily updated as these laws and policies evolve
• that provide access to focused guidance on specific aspects of the 

acquisition process (DP, SE, T&E, etc.)
• that provide concrete examples of contract language and acquisition 

strategies 
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Status quo – Brief M&S Co Online library
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Deliverable: M&S contracting resources organized by topic
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Next steps: add references to M&S CO web site
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Best practices guide – table of contents

1 Introduction
2 Using M&S to enhance program efficiency
3 Developing M&S requirements
4 The “make-or-buy” decision for M&S capabilities
5 Solicitation planning and market research
6 Specifying contract deliverables
7 Rights to intellectual property in M&S
8 Financial incentives and contractor performance
9 Evaluating bids and awarding the contract
10 Conclusions and lessons learned
Appendix A: Roles for M&S within DoD
Appendix B: Twenty questions to plan a CBA
Appendix C: Solicitation examples
Appendix D: Requirements descriptions
Appendix E: Patent examples
Appendix F: Policy directives
Appendix G: Data rights clause examples

Problematic data rights claims
Tailored data rights clauses



Back-up slides:
M&S contracting web site
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Deliverable: M&S contracting resources organized by topic
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M&S policy references – with “mouse-over”
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M&S contracting guidance
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Proposed language for M&S contracts
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Sample of solicitations involving M&S resources
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Sample contracts involving M&S resources
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Reviews of programs involving M&S
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Government reports on IT and M&S contracting
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Academic research on IT and M&S contracting



Back-up slides:
Contracting incentives web site
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Next steps: add materials on contracting incentives



Backup slides:
Contracting language examples
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Problematic language

Very broad data rights claims by the government:

Contract Example: 17.0. Proprietary Rights. All proprietary rights to 
all materials produced by Contractor personnel shall become the 
sole property of the US Government.

RFP Example: As such, no analysis or data provided under this 
contract shall constitute or be construed as company proprietary or 
owned by the contractor.  Upon termination of the contract, all 
related hardware, software, data and materials shall become 
property of the United States Government and shall not be disclosed 
except upon written authority by the Task Order Manager (TOM). 
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Problematic language: inconsistent clauses

Contract example:
H-13 Software and data rights

H-13.I. The Government shall be provided with unlimited rights to all 
data and automated models developed in support of this contract in 
accordance with the policy expressed in DFARS 227.71, and the 
requirements of DFARS Clause 252.227-7015, Technical Data -
Commercial Items, and DFARS Clause 252.227- 7013, Rights to 
Technical Data - Noncommercial Items. Proprietary models must not 
be used for any task order under this contract without the specific, 
written approval by the COR, prior to start of any work. 

Problems:
• The commercial items clause (‘7015) cited above does not specify 

unlimited data rights for the government.
• All of the clauses cited explicitly exclude computer software 

(contrary to the implication of the section title).
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Problematic language (continued)

Contract example:
H-14.2. DFAR22.227-7013 (June 1995) Rights in technical data and 
computer software shall apply to those monthly reports and other 
documents that are not characterized as "Special Works.“

Problems:
• Clause DFAR22.227-7013 does not exist.
• Clause DFARS 252.227-7013 does not apply to computer software.
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Consistent language – scope of rights
RFP Example: Technical Data Package/Rights -
• Provide the appropriate SOW tasking in Annex F for delivery of the 

technical data and rights sufficient to accomplish the objectives in SOO
paragraph 3.1.3.4 and, in this paragraph, demonstrate the extent to which the 
objectives can be met.   

• Provide a description of the level of data and rights separately with regard to 
(a) meeting Title 10 U.S.C., Chapter 146, Section 2464, CORE logistics 
capabilities (CLIN 0101); (b) a competitively selected PBL support environment 
(CLIN 0102); and (c) the source data and data rights for a mission control 
system to enable use and modification for other UASs (CLIN 0103).  

• For each, the Offeror shall propose their approach for providing technical 
data from both the prime and subcontractors, with sufficient rights and licenses 
provided to the Government.  Specifically identify the data and the rights that will 
be provided, clearly identifying the additional data and rights to be provided that 
are above what will be provided as part of the effort under CLINs 0002 and 0202. 
Also, if any, identify data and rights that are required to meet the objectives but 
will not be provided. 
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Consistent language – classifying deliverables

RFP Example: Intellectual Property Deliverable Restrictions. 
For each task order to be issued under the contract, the Contractor 
shall identify, prior to award of the affected task order(s) to the best 
of its ability, noncommercial and commercial technical data and 
computer software that it intends to deliver with restrictions on the 
Government's right to use, release or disclose such identified 
technical data and/or computer software.
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Consistent language – Cost of data rights

RFP Example: 7.2.2.9   Software Parametric Data.  
…Software costs shall be included in the Basis of Estimate (RFP 
Section J Attachment 18), including, license costs for COTS items, 
and costs for providing Government unlimited rights for software 
developed by the offeror and its suppliers. 
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Lessons learned (best practices) thus far:

• Request appropriate level of data rights (don’t ask for the 
universe!)

• Use contract language that recognizes the contractor’s 
copyright ownership

• Discuss data rights issues at the beginning of the 
contract

• Plan for a smooth transition at the end of a contract 
(avoid a hostage crisis)

• Consider a registration process to inform others on data 
rights previously obtained
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RFP and contract examples

• Air Force M&S Training Toolkit (Pre-Solicitation FA8731-10-R-0001)
• TRADOC Support: (Contract No: GS-00F-0014N)
• Modeling And Simulation and Analytically Based Warfare Analyses 

(Solicitation N00024-09-R-3145)
• Marine Corps Studies System (Solicitation M00264-06-D-0006)
• NMCI Transition Plan
• System Development and Demonstration (SDD) Phase for the 

Broad Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) Unmanned Aircraft 
System (UAS) Program (Solicitation 00019-07-R-0001)

• Engineering Technical And Support Services For Naval Warfare 
Center And Other NAVSEA Field Sites (Solicitation N00178-04-R-
4000) 

• F-16 Mission Training Center (MTC) Program (Solicitation FA8621-
07-R-6291)

• BLCSE TECHNICAL SUPPORT EFFORT – Solicitation W912SU-
07-R-0002
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Backup slides on data rights
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Data rights for project involving OneSAF

• 3.3.1  Within scope of TICC and BEST activities (paragraph 3.1.1 
above)  the contractor shall modify, integrate and/or install 
simulation-independent HLA Middleware software packages, 
Gateways, Adaptors or Interfaces, permitting existing BLCSE 
simulations to interact with 3CE and/or Lead System Integrator (LSI)  
federates. Middleware, Gateways, Adaptors and Interfaces not 
provided as GFE will be developed and delivered with complete 
documentation, operating instructions, and with complete 
government proprietary rights. OOS-based or developed, or other 
GFE available, Middleware, Gateways, Adaptors and Interfaces will 
be utilized unless prior written agreement is received from COTR 
that no OOS or other GFE Middleware, Gateways, Adaptors and 
Interfaces are available or suitable to the integration task.
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Data rights for project involving NSS, STORM

RFP Example: As such, no analysis or data provided under this 
contract shall constitute or be construed as company proprietary or 
owned by the contractor.  Upon termination of the contract, all 
related hardware, software, data and materials shall become 
property of the United States Government and shall not be disclosed 
except upon written authority by the Task Order Manager (TOM). 
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